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saving-investment gap and economic growth in developing ... - this study is based on a ramsey model
within a general equilibrium framework where consumption and savings are the determinant factors in a
typical household’s utility function. calibrations and simulations indicate significant gaps between optimal and
actual levels of savings and investment. furthermore, the findings point out that these gaps are associated
with relatively lower growth ... macroeconomics i, universitat pompeu fabra, gpefm 2006 ... - 2 1. focus
on the accumulation of physical capital 2. capital accumulation and savings alone cannot explain long-run
growth 3. a dynamic general equilibrium model on growth in disequilibrium - researchgate - optimal path
in static equilibrium are inherently self-contradictory, since the mechanisms that drive economic growth are
fundamentally dependent on disequilibrium. theory of general competitive equilibrium and
optimization ... - theory of general competitive equilibrium and optimization models of the consumption and
production andras sagi, ph.d.* and eva pataki, ph.d.** * full professor, the faculty of economics, subotica, novi
sad university, serbia entrepreneurial finance and economic growth - core - entrepreneurial finance and
economic growth paolo e. giordani june 2013 abstract this paper incorporates the process of entrepreneurial
–nance into an en- keith c. knapp department of environmental sciences ... - pv-optimality in a capitalresource economy can imply decreasing utility over some portion of the time horizon. various criteria have
been proposed to maintain intergenerational equity defined as nondeclining utility, but these have some
limitations and problems. this paper proposes a new wel fare cri teri a inco rpo rat ing prese nt val ue t o mai
ntai n ef fici en cy , an d an equi ty fun ct ... lecture notes on microeconomics - webh.waw - equilibrium is
a pair of price and quantity (p;x), such that supply equals demand s(p) = x = d(p), which could be represented
by a xed point of some function f. figure 1.1 indicates (for the competitive equilibrium) equilibria may be nonexistent, growth and the cycle: creative destruction versus entrenchment - from a partial-equilibrium
approach: we show that, in some cases, a social planner might want to subsidize research in order to
discourage it. keywords: economic growth, cyclical variability, creative destruction, entrenchment. policies
and principles for a durable equilibrium - 7.2 population growth and energy consumption by region,
selected years 63 7.3 changes in land use by selected country and region, 1850-1980 63 8.1 energy
consumption by selected regions and economies, 1994 68 steady state laffer curve with the
underground economy - mef - steady state laffer curve with the underground economy ... the model is
consistent with the selected long-run statistics measured for the italian economy. the model could be
consistently used for undertaking fiscal policy experiments. c y ' 0. 86 c g y ' 0. 4632 i y ' 0. 1157 y u y 0. 1209
n u n 0. 2144 c y 0. 77 c g y 0. 38 i y 0. 08 y u y 0. 16 n u n 0. 25 “our” laffer curves we ... introduction to
economic growth - sweet - growth rate of technology (to be addressed in part ii). chapter 5 reviews different
incarnations of the ak model to show that, getting rid of diminishing returns, factor accumulation could lead to
unceasing growth, without paper i: microeconomics i full marks 50 i. ii. - 1 semester i (number of lectures
in parentheses) paper i: microeconomics i full marks 50 i. consumer behaviour [20] choice of a representative
consumer – duality approach - indirect utility function, lectures on financial economics - antoniomele - !c
by a. mele information about the author antonio mele holds a senior chair at the swiss finance institute and is
a professor of finance at the university of lugano, after a decade spent as a tenured faculty at the london
school
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